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Key Points
• GPS time series suggest transients coherently affect the entire province
• Quartz-rich crust and wet lithospheric column indicate Moho detachment unlikely
• Slip may activate discontiguous detachment surfaces near mid-crust

Abstract
Transient deformation events observed in Global Positioning System (GPS) data from the Basin
and Range extensional province may illuminate qualitatively similar transient events observed in
subduction zones and other tectonic environments. We model GPS time series at twenty-two
sites using a combination of hyperbolic tangent function analysis and elastic load deformation
estimated from climatological data. We identify two transient events, ~2000.4 and ~2004.4, with
roughly similar timing and displacement to those described previously by other researchers. The
first few years of GPS observations, adopted as a reference state in earlier studies, are found to
be anomalous. Our results differ from previous studies in two respects. First, a significant
component of northward transient motion occurs during both events, despite a reversal of sign in
east component motion. Second, sites move coherently in the eastern as well as the western
Basin and Range. Surface mass loading, the largest source of transient stress forcing in the
region, exhibits no evidence of a simple relationship to the deformation transients. Prior studies
inferred slip on a single megadetachment at the Moho, but that hypothesis assumes negligible
ductile deformation of the lower crust and a dry olivine rheology for the uppermost mantle.
Recent measurements of crustal quartz abundance and effective elastic thickness suggest both
assumptions are unlikely. Basin and Range transients can be reconciled with the frictional slip
mechanism widely accepted for subduction zone transients provided that slip is occurring on
discontiguous detachment surfaces at mid-crustal depths.

1. Introduction
The northern Basin and Range province is a broad, 300 to 800 km wide, intracontinental rift zone
occupying a large fraction of the central Cordillera in the western United States (Figure 1).
Extensional strain widened the central part of the province from ~30 to 14 Ma [e.g., Dilles and
Gans, 1995], but extension has focused at the eastern and western margins since about 12 Ma
[e.g., Stockli et al., 2003; Colgan et al., 2006]. Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic
measurements confirm that modern extensional strain continues to focus at the edges of the
province in narrow, ~100 km wide zones [e.g., Bennett et al., 2003; Hammond and Thatcher,
2004; Berglund et al., 2012].
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Figure 1. Location map of the northern Basin and Range province, including locations of GPS sites used
in this analysis. Major lakes and rivers that contribute to surface hydrologic loading (but are unaccounted
for in GLDAS L4 fields used here) are depicted grey; color contours (draped over topographic relief)
reflect averaged peak-to-peak annual variation in hydrologic loading estimated from the GLDAS L4 landsurface climatological model.

An intriguing characteristic of the northern Basin and Range is that it does not extend at a
constant rate. Davis et al. [2006] observed an approximate 1 mm/yr eastward perturbation of
velocity in the western half of the Basin and Range from roughly 2000 to 2005. Wernicke and
Davis [2010] examined Kalman-filtered velocity time series to infer two distinct, shorter
eastward velocity perturbations across the western half of the province that peaked in 2000 and
late 2003, with a westward anomaly in 2006, and an eastward anomaly in the eastern half of the
Basin and Range also occurring around 2006.
Transient displacements in the Basin and Range are qualitatively similar to those observed
during slow fault slip events, and they have been interpreted as evidence of transient frictional
slip [Davis et al., 2006; Wernicke et al., 2008; Wernicke and Davis, 2010]. Slow slip events were
first widely recognized from GPS measurements in subduction zones [Hirose et al., 1999;
Dragert et al., 2001; Lowry et al., 2001], and most subsequent observations of the phenomenon
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have similarly been associated with subduction megathrusts [e.g., Ohta et al., 2006, McCaffrey et
al., 2008; Outerbridge et al., 2010]. Slow slip events have been observed from GPS data in other
tectonic environments, however, including a low-angle thrust decollement flanking the Big
Island of Hawaii [Cervelli et al., 2002; Brooks et al., 2008; Foster et al., 2013]. Slow slip has
been inferred on the San Andreas (California) and Alpine (New Zealand) strike slip faults from
borehole strainmeter data [Linde et al., 1996] and from observations of the tectonic tremor that
commonly accompanies subduction zone slip events [Nadeau and Dolenc, 2005; Wech et al.,
2012].
Interpreting Basin and Range transient deformation as evidence of slow fault slip events is
reasonable in the absence of obvious temporal variation in stress forcing, because most other
rheological mechanisms lack the state variable needed to introduce temporal nonlinearity in the
relationship of strain to stress forcing. However, invoking a rate- and state-dependent frictional
mechanism also poses several challenging questions. For one, the region affected by coherent
transient deformation is extremely broad, up to 500 km wide, leading to postulation of a
subhorizontal megadetachment beneath the western Basin and Range of similar width [Davis et
al., 2006; Wernicke et al., 2008]. Evidence of subhorizontal detachments exhumed from 10-15
km depths (once termed metamorphic core complexes) is ubiquitous across the Basin and Range
[e.g., Davis and Lister, 1988; Lister and Davis, 1989; Wernicke, 1992; Axen et al., 1993]. Some
of these have mapped widths exceeding 50 km in the dip direction [e.g., Howard and John,
1987; Axen and Fletcher, 1998], and several were active as recently as 5-10 Ma, but observations
do not support interpretation of a contiguous modern detachment surface of 300-500 km scale at
depth.
Perhaps the most intriguing question however relates to depth of the deformation source.
Subduction zone slow fault slip events often focus near the deep transition from velocityweakening to velocity-strengthening friction at the base of the seismogenic zone [e.g., Lowry,
2006; Ide et al., 2007; McCaffrey et al., 2008; Chapman and Melbourne, 2010]. The maximum
rupture depth for Basin and Range earthquakes is roughly 15 km [Doser and Smith, 1989], so if
Basin and Range transient deformation is indeed similar to slow slip in subduction zones, the
source should be in the midcrust. Studies of Basin and Range transients thus far have inferred a
megadetachment at the Moho however [Davis et al., 2006; Wernicke et al., 2008; Wernicke and
Davis, 2010], based on observations of strong reflection amplitudes there [Hauser et al., 1987],
the remarkably broad area activated during events, and temporal association with a lower-crustal
magmatic intrusion event near the western edge of 2000-2004 transient deformation [Smith et al.,
2004].
The Moho detachment hypothesis assumes the uppermost mantle rheology is transitional
between frictional and ductile, and that there is negligible crustal flow to decouple mantle from
crustal deformation. Wernicke et al. [2008] cite several observations to support these
assumptions, including low measured water content in nearby mantle xenoliths and a lack of
evidence for crustal or uppermost mantle flow in rebound studies [Bills et al., 2007; Freed et al.,
2007]. A ductile flow rheology is inferred at Moho depth from other lines of evidence, however,
including seismic imaging of low relief [Klemperer et al., 1986], textures of exhumed rocks
[Behr and Platt, 2011], effective elastic thickness of the lithosphere [Lowry et al., 2000], and
dissimilarity of surface and Moho isostatic response to deep mass variations [Seunarine and
Lowry, 2011].
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In this study, timing and displacements of transients are estimated independently at twenty-two
continuous GPS sites in the Basin and Range network using a modified hyperbolic tangent
function analysis (HTFA). We remove hydrological mass loading and other seasonal effects
parametrically on annual and semiannual timescales, and we use global soil moisture data sets to
correct for displacements excited by hydrological loads on multi-year timescales. We assess the
spatial extent and spatial coherence of transient deformation from cross-correlations of the
observed GPS time series after correction for the mass loading model. We use dislocation
modeling to examine the implied slip, and assess whether such models provide insight into depth
and size of the deformation source. Finally, we evaluate alternative hypotheses on Basin and
Range rheology in the context of new EarthScope-derived observations of physical state of the
Basin and Range lithosphere.

2. Data
We use two observational data sets: 1) GPS time series of positions at twenty-two sites in the
northern Basin and Range (Figure 1); and 2) Global monthly hydrologic data from land surface
models. The second data set is used to model elastic response to surface hydrologic mass
loading, and correct for these effects at GPS sites prior to modeling tectonic transients.

Figure 2: Example of GPS time series modeling at site MINE, with final model velocity terms removed.
(a) Raw time series (red circles, after correction for hardware changes at 2001.6 and 2006.8). Blue line
depicts the half- and one-year period sinusoids estimated from the data; the grey line shows the
interannual contribution modeled from GLDAS hydrologic fields. (b) Time series after correction for
elastic loading. Blue line represents the best-fitting model of transient deformation from hyperbolic
tangent function analysis.

2.1 GPS Data
The raw position data used in our analysis are cleaned and unfiltered Scripps Orbit and
Permanent Array Center (SOPAC) MEaSUREs combination GPS time series [Bock and Webb,
2012], sampled at daily intervals from July 1996 to June 2012. We corrected the data for offsets
associated with antenna and instrument changes catalogued in the site metadata, using a
parametric (hyperbolic tangent function) modeling approach detailed in section 3.1.
Displacements of the antenna phase center location were estimated using only the hyperbolic
tangent and sinusoidal parametric terms. An example raw time series (after correction for
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hardware changes and removal of the velocity term) is depicted for site MINE (near Carlin,
Nevada) in Figure 2a.
2.2 Hydrologic Data
Terrestrial water storage is estimated by merging monthly averages of three hydrologic data
fields of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)’s GLDAS (Global
Land Data Assimilation System) L4 model [Rodell et al., 2004]. Prior to March, 2000, water
storage is re-sampled using a linear surface interpolation from 1°1° spatial resolution to
0.25°0.25° sampling, for consistency with the 0.25°0.25° resolution of the L4 monthly model
available from March, 2000 onward. Our terrestrial water storage model sums all four layers of
soil moisture in the L4 model (0–0.1, 0.1–0.4, 0.4–1.0, and 1.0–2.0 m), along with the snow
water equivalent and total canopy water storage fields, to arrive at a global estimate of total
hydrologic mass load in mm of water equivalent thickness (i.e., kg m-2 of surface mass load).
The GLDAS land surface fields are derived from a combination of several independent climateand weather-driven land surface models. The model assimilates direct observational data
including global satellite measurements of surface temperature, precipitation, soil moisture and
snow cover, and it also incorporates operational weather forecasts that, in turn, assimilate surface
and sonde measurements relevant to land-surface water flux. The average peak-to-peak annual
water storage from the model is contoured within the Basin and Range region in Figure 1 and
exhibits, for example, the strong influence of orographic precipitation expected of these mass
fields.

3. Transient Identification and Modeling
GPS time series are modeled as transient signals of tectonic origin combined with seasonal and
annual terms associated with loading, reference frame and other signals, plus interannual
variations due to hydrologic loading. Accurate modeling of hydrologic loading response is
crucial, particularly when the desired (tectonic) transient deformation signals are of low
amplitude, to avoid misidentification of loading effects as tectonic transients. Transients in the
Basin and Range have displacements one to two orders of magnitude smaller than those
commonly observed in subduction zones, and they are active for much longer periods.
The data analysis performed here can be summarized as a sequence of several steps:
1. GPS time series are preprocessed to remove outliers and correct for offsets of the
instrument antenna phase center associated with hardware changes (§2.1).
2. Monthly-sampled global hydrological mass estimates are prepared for the July 1996 to
June 2012 epochs of GPS time series examined here, using NOAA’s GLDAS L4 land
surface model (§2.2).
3. Elastic displacement response to the global hydrologic model is calculated at each GPS
site. The resulting three-component displacement time series are interpolated to daily
sampling, and amplitudes of best-fitting sine and cosine functions are estimated for
periods of six months and one year (Figure 3a). These sinusoids are subtracted from the
load-displacement model to isolate the interannual response to hydrologic loading,
r ia
denoted as xGLDAS
(t) (Figure 3b).
4. Preliminary timing parameters of a hyperbolic tangent function approximation to tectonic
deformation are identified via a combined grid- and gradient-search. Parameters that
minimize misfit to the GPS time series are examined further. Timing parameters that are
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similar at neighboring sites and do not overlap with other transient events are identified
as potential candidates for tectonic modeling.
5. Finally, timing parameters identified as candidates for analysis are held fixed while we
invert the GPS observations for total transient displacement, scaling of the interannual
load displacement and amplitudes of GPS displacement at seasonal periods.

Figure 3. Envelope (grey
lines) and mean (blue lines)
of
elastic
Earth
displacements modeled at
the GPS site locations using
the GLDAS L4 land surface
hydrology model. (a) Sixmonth plus one-year period
sinusoids are subtracted
from the model time series
and not used; (b) The
interannual component (i.e.,
r ia
xGLDAS
(t) , with six-month
and one-year components
removed). Colored bands
indicate the approximate
timing of the ~1998.3
(violet), ~2000.4 (red; eastnortheastward), and ~2004.4
(blue;
northwestward)
transients.

In the following sections, we describe the estimation of seasonal and hydrologic loading
displacement and approach to hyperbolic tangent function analysis (steps 3–5) in greater detail.
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3.1 Modeling Earth’s Elastic Response to Hydrologic Loading
We model hydrologic loading displacements as an elastic Earth response to global climatological
models of continental water storage, described in §2.2, in combination with conventional
parameterization of sinusoids at periods of six months and one year. The annual and semiannual
terms remove hydrologic as well as reference frame effects and other undesired nontectonic
signals [e.g., Dong et al., 2002]. Modeling of the elastic response to hydrologic loading assumes
a spherical, radially symmetric Earth with Preliminary Reference Earth Model (PREM)
[Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981] elastic and density properties. Elastic Earth deformation is
calculated from spherical harmonic relationships to load Love numbers, as described by Wahr
[1983]. Model outputs were validated by comparison to Green’s function predictions of vertical
and horizontal response of PREM to disk loads as described by Farrell [1972] (Figure 4). Time
series of displacement forced by the GLDAS L4 monthly mass fields are calculated at each GPS
site location, and the monthly elastic responses are then interpolated to daily sampling.
Figure 4. Comparison of
Green’s function [Farrell,
1972]
(red
line)
and
discretized (0.250.25° mesh;
blue dots) models of surface
displacements predicted for a
200-km radius disk-load of 1
m water-equivalent thickness
(i.e., 1000 kg/m2) on a PREM
spherical Earth [Dziewonski
and Anderson, 1981]. Minor
differences
relate
to
differences
in
maximum
spherical harmonic degree
used (lmax = 1000 for the
Green’s function calculation;
lmax = 720 for the discrete
model) and numerical error in
discrete representation of the
disk load and its mass
derivative.
(a)
Vertical
response
(positive
downward).
(b)
Radial
horizontal response (positive
toward the center of the disk).

We examined two different approaches to representing the surface mass load response. Initially
we used only the PREM response to NOAA GLDAS L4 model to represent seasonal and annual
load displacements (Figure 3a), as well as interannual and other timescales (Figure 3b). However
we found that “corrected” time series after subtraction of these model displacements from
observed GPS time series had large residual amplitudes at seasonal/annual periods, particularly
in the horizontal components. Poor correspondence between modeled and observed seasonal
displacements is not surprising because a large fraction of seasonal variation in GPS
displacements arises from other sources, including atmospheric and ocean loading as well as pole
tide and other reference frame effects [Dong et al., 2002]. Also, whereas vertical displacements
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are sensitive to the regionally-averaged surface mass load, the horizontal displacements are most
sensitive to the local derivative of the mass field (e.g., the disk load example in Figure 4). The
GLDAS L4 mass model neglects the loading effect of changing water heights in reservoirs, lakes
and rivers (including those represented by grey lines in Figure 1), and its 0.25° sampling aliases
the ~35-km wavelengths of northern Basin and Range topography, so the scaling of modeled
horizontal loading displacements may differ from observations (although the time-dependence
should be roughly correct).
To partially overcome ambiguities in the causes of seasonal variation and limitations of the
GLDAS hydrologic model, we adopt a hybrid approach that retains (but rescales) the interannual
variation of the GLDAS model (Figure 3b), and substitutes a parametric model at seasonal
timescales. We invert for amplitudes of sine and cosine terms that best-fit the GLDAS-derived
displacement model at periods of 0.5 and 1 year, subtract those from the elastic load
displacement model, and substitute sine and cosine amplitudes that best-fit the observed GPS
time series at those periods. Thus, the time-dependent description of nontectonic displacement,
r
x l , incorporates five terms in each of its three components:
r
r r ia
r
r
r
r
x l (t) = a 0 o xGLDAS
(1)
(t) + a1 cos(4 t) + a2 sin(4 t) + a3 cos(2t) + a4 sin(2t) ,
r
where  denotes element-wise multiplication; a0 is a three-component constant scale-factor;
r ia
xGLDAS
(t) is the interannual component of PREM elastic displacement response to the GLDAS L4
r
r
climatological model (Figure 3b); a1 and a2 are amplitudes of sinusoidal displacements at halfr
r
year periods; and a3 and a4 are amplitudes of sinusoidal displacements at one-year periods. In
r r r r
practice, we use the GPS observations to invert linearly for the constant parameters a0 , a1 , a2 , a3
r
and a4 simultaneously with linear inversion for constant parameters in the tectonic model (next
section).
3.2 Hyperbolic Tangent Function Analysis (HTFA)
Transient displacements associated with slow fault slip can be estimated using hyperbolic
tangent function analysis (HTFA) [Larson et al., 2004; Brudzinski et al., 2007]. Anomalous
displacements during slow slip events are estimated by fitting the GPS coordinate time series
with a function of the form:
r
r r
x (t) = x 0 + Vt +

r
 r
 t T
Ui 
0i
tanh
 1 + x l (t)
2
i

i=1
n



(2)

r
r
in which x (t ) are three-component GPS site coordinates at time t, x 0 are coordinates at a
r
r
reference time, V is a background or “steady-state” velocity, U i is anomalous displacement
during the ith of n slow slip events, T0i is the median time of the ith event, i scales the period over
r
which the event occurred and x l is displacement due to nontectonic phenomena as described in
the previous sub-section.
If T0 and  are specified, all of the remaining unknown constants in equations (1) and (2) can be
estimated from linear least-squares inversion. We begin by assuming just one transient event
occurred and use a grid search algorithm over T0 and gradient search over  to identify weighted
root-mean-square (wRMS) misfit minima that may correspond to deformation transients. Linear
parameters of velocity and transient displacement in all three components of the GPS time series
are estimated for each (T0,) parameter pair via least squares minimization, weighted by the
formal inverse variance of GPS coordinate estimates. Estimates of (T0,) that minimize
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weighted-RMS misfit in time series of misfit versus T0 (Figure 5) then are examined further to
determine whether they are promising candidates for analysis as transient deformation events.
Figure 5. Automated search results
for timing parameters of possible
transient deformation assuming a
single event. (a) Time series of RMS
misfit to measured displacement for
several sites, as a function of
assumed T0. T0 parameters that do
not yield misfit minima at
approximately the same time at
several neighboring sites can be
rejected as candidates for tectonic
transient events. (b) Best-fitting
timescale parameters  as a function
of T0; 90% of the transient
displacement occurs over a period of
roughly 3.8. Brief ( < 0.5 year)
events associated with extremely
localized minima are generally
ignored, and very long timescale
parameters that result in overlapping
transient events are either rejected as candidate events or shortened in final, multi-event analysis.

Several additional criteria must be met before further analyzing a displacement anomaly. First,
HTFA modeling must minimize misfit at several different sites at approximately the same
(independently determined) midtime T0, and with similar timescale  (Figure 5). Second, total
displacement at a majority of these sites must significantly exceed the 95% confidence interval
of the displacement estimate. Finally, abrupt transient displacements ( less than about 0.5 year)
are ignored, as earlier studies of Basin and Range slow fault slip involved timescales of order a
year or longer. T0 and  parameters estimated by grid and gradient search assuming only one
event are further refined manually to ensure that multiple transients do not overlap. These criteria
greatly reduce the likelihood of false positives. As a final step, linear parameters are estimated
combining all of the T0 and  parameters identified at each site, and the nonlinear timing
parameters are re-estimated iteratively for each event to optimize the fit. Often the final estimates
of best-fitting timescale parameter  are very different for the final (multi-event) models than
those which minimized misfit in the preliminary (single-event) models shown in Figure 5. Once
the best-fitting multi-event model has been finalized, formal parameter uncertainties of velocity
and displacement are scaled using the weighted-RMS misfit to yield a reduced 2 parameter of
one.
In the example time series shown in Figure 2, subtraction of the loading model reduces weighted
RMS misfit from 3.2 mm for the raw time series to 2.5 mm. Using likelihood statistics for the Fcumulative distribution, the improvement is significant at > 5 confidence even when one
accounts for the larger number of parameters (increased from six for a line-fit to twenty-one for
line-fit plus load scaling and seasonal model amplitudes). The high confidence is a consequence
of the large number of daily observations in three components of a >14 year time series.
Removing the tectonic model further reduces the misfit to 2.3 mm, also a significant
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improvement at > 5 confidence. The combination of loading and tectonic models similarly
reduces variance significantly relative to raw time series at all of the other GPS sites examined in
this study.

4. Results
4.1 Load modeling
Peak-to-peak variations in displacement for our models of the interannual component of loading
are of order 7 mm in the vertical and 1 mm in each of the horizontal components (Figure 3b).
Consequently, removing the interannual elastic load response is critically important for
identification of long-timescale, low amplitude transients in low-strain environments such as the
Basin and Range. Inclusion of the GLDAS L4 model of interannual hydrologic loading
significantly reduced misfits at all GPS sites, particularly in the North and Up components, and
subtracting parametric estimates of annual and semiannual terms reduced misfits even further.
The scaling terms, a0, derived from the analysis are 0.2±1.2 in the east component, 1.2±1.1 in the
north and 1.1±0.6 in the vertical over all sites. The approximate unit-scaling of the GLDAS
predictions, coupled with the reduction of variance (significant at >5 confidence), suggest that
the method developed here does mitigate long-timescale effects of elastic Earth deformation
response to hydrologic mass.
4.2 Transient modeling
Previous analyses [Davis et al., 2006; Wernicke and Davis, 2010] focused on the east
components, which are shown in Figure 6ab after removal of velocity and load-model terms. We
identify three transients that affected a majority of the sites, with T0 around 1998.3 (period ~1.6
year), 2000.4 (period ~2 years) and 2004.4 (period ~4.3 years) (Figure 6c). These differ slightly
from the transient events interpreted from geodogram analyses by Wernicke and Davis [2010],
which identified transients in the western Basin and Range in ~2000, 2004 and 2006 (with an
opposite-directed transient in the eastern Basin and Range also in 2006). In our analysis, the
“steady-state” velocity term at almost all sites is defined by approximately linear behavior during
the five-year period from 2007 to 2012 (e.g., Figures 2 and 6), which was unsampled in early
studies by Davis et al. [2006] and Wernicke et al. [2008]. Those analyses used motions during
the ~1997–2000 epoch as a steady-state reference, a time-frame which our analysis suggests is
anomalous (Figures 2 and 6). Separation of “reference” from “transient” motion is inherently
ambiguous, but it is reasonable to define the reference velocity based on the longest period of
quasi-linear motion.
4.3 Cross-correlation analysis
We group the sites into two categories based on similarity of transient behavior (Figure 6a–c).
The analysis finds similar transient displacements throughout the whole of the Basin and Range,
not just at western sites as interpreted in previous studies [Davis et al., 2005; Wernicke and
Davis, 2010]. The similarity we qualitatively infer based on timing and duration of transient
events is confirmed by quantitative comparison using cross-correlation of the raw time series
with mean, velocity and seasonal/loading models removed (Figure 7a). Cross-correlations of the
load-corrected raw time series are strongest in the North component, with correlation coefficients
rN = 0.55±0.09 as compared to rE = 0.50±0.10 in the East and rU = 0.42±0.11 vertical. The
differences reflect GPS coordinate errors that are generally largest in the vertical and smallest in
the North component, in addition to the relative amplitude of coherent signal in each component.
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Figure 6: East components of
site motion (blue circles) and
the best-fitting hyperbolic
tangent function models (red
lines) after removing velocity
and elastic loading models.
Sites are ordered west (top) to
east (bottom). (a) Sites with
relatively similar transient
behavior. Sites in Wernicke
and Davis’ [2010] western
domain (UPSA to EGAN)
tend
to
have
larger
displacements, but events
with similar timing and
duration are also identified at
many eastern sites. (b)
Atypical sites generally are
either shorter time series or
are located east of the
Wasatch fault. (c) Timing and
approximate duration of the
~1998.3 (violet), ~2000.4
(red), and ~2004.4 (blue)
events at each of the sites.
Black diamonds indicate the
beginning of each time series.

Figure 7b depicts the correlation coefficients for residual time series after removing the mean,
trend, load model and best-fit HTF models of transient tectonics. The correlation coefficients
remain uniformly positive and average ~0.5. One significant contributor to large positive
correlations in both Figure 7a and 7b is common-mode error: We purposely chose to use GPS
time series that were not spatially filtered [e.g., Wdowinski et al., 1997] because filtering to
remove common-mode errors may inadvertently remove part of the widespread tectonic transient
signal we are examining here. Consequently, identical errors in satellite orbit estimates and daily
reference frame realization are present in all of the sites. However, these types of errors will be
identical in poorly-correlated as well as strongly-correlated site pairs. A second contributor is
likely to be errors in modeling of the elastic loading displacement and other nontectonic signals
at each site, arising from loading effects at sub-monthly timescales, errors in the GLDAS L4
climatological model, unmodeled water storage in reservoirs, lakes and rivers, and other coherent
nontectonic signals in the time series. Figures 7a and 7b exhibit a block structure (highlighted by
dashed black lines) indicating that residual error is more similar at western sites than other sites.
For example, in Figure 7b, correlation coefficients in the “western” block of sites from UPSA to
SMEL are rE = 0.58±0.06; rN = 0.64±0.04; rU = 0.51±0.07, while in the remaining eastern block
of sites they are lower with rE = 0.44±0.07; rN = 0.46±0.06; rU = 0.35±0.09. Cross-correlations of
eastern to western sites are intermediate to those within the two blocks (rE = 0.50±0.07; rN =
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0.53±0.06; rU = 0.40±0.09), which indicates that residual motions at the eastern sites generally
reflect larger contributions from truly spatially-incoherent processes, but nevertheless include
similar coherent motions to those at western sites. Residuals at eastern sites near the denselypopulated Wasatch front likely include (for example) anthropogenic effects associated with
groundwater storage and withdrawal. The inference that these sites are inherently “noisier” is
reinforced by larger weighted RMS misfits of HTFA models of the eastern sites relative to
western sites (2.6±0.4 versus 2.2±0.1 mm, respectively).

Figure 7. Cross-correlation matrices quantifying the similarity of pairs of GPS time series, in the East
(E), North (N) and Up (U) components. Sites are ordered from west to east going top to bottom and left to
right. Grey lines delineate the correlation matrix “block structure” expected for the western and eastern
domains distinguished in Wernicke and Davis [2010]; dashed black lines delimit the block structure
suggested by this analysis. (a) Cross-correlation coefficients of raw measured time series with mean,
velocity and elastic loading model removed. (b) Cross-correlation coefficients of measured time series
with loading model and tectonic (HTFA) model removed. (c) Change in coefficients before and after
subtraction of the tectonic model (i.e., Figure 7a minus 7b). (d) Cross-correlations of the HTFA models of
“tectonic” transient motion.

The changes in cross-correlation coefficients with versus without the HTF models of tectonic
transient deformation are generally small (Figure 7c) and have variable sign. This is partly
because the modeled component of transient deformation is not the dominant source of positive
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correlation in Figure 7a, and partly because the HTF models themselves have both positive and
negative time correlation (Figure 7d). The variability of changes in Figure 7c is strongly related
to cross-correlation coefficients of the model time series, shown in Figure 7d: If one compares
the off-diagonal terms in the two figures, the correlation coefficient is 0.55, which is significant
at very high confidence. However, changes depicted in Figure 7c also reflect relative sizes and
sign of interference between the HTF model and whatever signals dominate the high crosscorrelation coefficients between GPS sites depicted in Figures 7ab.
4.4 Transient displacements
The transient event identified in the earliest part of the time series, around 1998.3, begins before
or coincident with the start of GPS observations at most sites (Figure 6c). Consequently the
~1998 displacements are effectively unconstrained, and we do not attempt to estimate those
displacements or model them here. Anomalous displacements during the ~2000.4 event are
generally eastward and northward, as listed in Table 1 and depicted in Figure 8a. Displacements
during the ~2004.4 event are westward and northward (Table 2 and Figure 9a). Horizontal
displacements of the tectonic transients exceed the range of variation in the load model by a
factor of two to ten at most sites.
Table 1: Displacements and uncertainty estimates during the 2000.4 transient of period ~ 2 years by
HTFA analysis of the GPS coordinate time series.
Site
UPSA
NEWS
MONI
MINE
ELKO
RUBY
EGAN
GOSH
FOOT
CEDA
SMEL
EOUT
NAIU
RBUT
COON
LMUT
CAST

East
0.5
4.1
0.8
5.3
3.9
4.8
3.3
0.3
0.4
0.8
3.9
4.6
2.4
0.8
1.1
1.5
1.2

Displacement (mm)
North
2.9
2.8
–0.1
2.2
2.1
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.4
0.0
1.7
1.9
1.3
1.4
–0.6
–1.1
0.9

Up
–6.4
–5.5
0.2
2.7
–6.6
–5.8
2.8
–4.1
–1.1
0.8
–3.1
14.5
10.6
8.4
–4.7
6.6
–0.7

One-Sigma Uncertainty (mm)
East
North
Up
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

Wernicke and Davis [2010] previously identified the ~2000.4 event as an eastward and
northward velocity anomaly, referred to as a “slowing” of Basin and Range extension (although
the north component represents an acceleration of northward steady-state motion in the western
Basin and Range). Our ~2004.4 event overlaps an eastward subevent that Wernicke and Davis
[2010] interpreted to have occurred late 2003, but the direction is westward and thus more
consistent with a velocity anomaly they observed ~2006 (which our 2004.4 event also overlaps).
Arguably the most important difference between our analysis and that of Wernicke and Davis
[2010] is the recognition here that smaller, but significant, displacements occurred during these
epochs in the eastern Basin and Range at roughly the same time and in the same direction as
transient motions in the western Basin and Range.
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Figure 8. Slip modeling of ~2000.4
transient displacements. (a) Measured
(red vectors, with 1  confidence
ellipses) and modeled (blue vectors)
horizontal
displacements.
(b)
Distribution of slip on 5050 km
horizontal dislocations at 15 km
depth, with a minimum-moment
constraint. The moment release is
equivalent Mw 6.9.

5. Slip Modeling
We model displacements of the
transients at T0 ~ 2000.4 and
2004.4
on
detachment-like
horizontal dislocations (i.e., zerodegree dip) at 15 and 30 km,
reflecting the possible range of
depths for frictional slip near the
bottom of the seismogenic zone.
When dislocation dip, depth,
length and width are specified,
strike-slip (north-south; S0ss ) and
dip-slip
(east-west;
S0ds)
components of total slip relate linearly to measured surface deformation. We discretize a
hypothetical horizontal surface as 5050 km patches with uniform slip on each patch. The
inversion scheme uses quadratic programming with inequality constraints that include eastward
dip-slip greater than zero for ~2000.4 displacements and less than zero for ~2004.4;
S0ds  S0ss  S0ds ; a maximum slip of 10 cm, and a damping constraint to minimize the total
moment release of slip.
We inverted models using all three components of transient displacement in the data vector as
well as models using only the horizontal components. Estimates of transient vertical
displacements have generally low signal-to-noise ratio however, particularly in the eastern Basin
and Range where many sites exhibit ratios of vertical-to-horizontal displacement that are
improbably high for low-angle normal fault slip and have no discernible pattern (and hence are
probably perturbed by unmodeled deformation effects of lake-loading, groundwater withdrawal
and perhaps soil expansion effects). Consequently we present results only for modeling of the
horizontal displacements here. The modeled displacements and estimated slip distributions for
the two transients at 2000.4 and 2004.4 are shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively for the
dislocation models at 15 km depth. The equivalent moment magnitudes are Mw = 6.9 and 7.0 for
the ~2000.4 and ~2004.4 events, respectively. Mw = 6.9 is near the bottom of the 6.8–7.2 range
estimated by Wernicke et al. [2008] for their circa-2000 event, consistent with the minimummoment constraint.
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Table 2: Displacements and uncertainty estimates during the 2004.4 transient of period ~ 4.3 years by
HTFA analysis of the GPS coordinate time series.
Site
UPSA
NEWS
BAMO
TOIY
MONI
MINE
ELKO
RUBY
EGAN
GOSH
FOOT
CEDA
SMEL
SPIC
HWUT
EOUT
NAIU
MPUT
RBUT
COON
LMUT
CAST

East
–2.1
–0.8
–1.0
–2.1
–1.0
–4.2
–0.5
–1.5
–4.9
–2.0
–1.2
–1.7
–0.9
–1.4
3.3
–1.9
–0.2
–2.1
–1.7
–1.7
–1.0
–0.3

Displacement (mm)
North
2.3
2.0
4.8
1.5
0.7
3.7
1.7
1.8
2.2
2.4
1.9
0.7
1.8
2.1
1.5
0.8
2.3
1.3
1.3
1.0
1.9
2.2

Up
1.3
–0.4
–2.8
1.7
0.5
–3.8
–3.3
1.9
0.3
2.4
3.4
3.4
1.7
4.8
4.9
5.0
2.7
7.2
5.4
3.1
7.7
2.1

One-Sigma Uncertainty (mm)
East
North
Up
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1

Figure 9. Slip modeling of ~2004.4
transient displacements. (a) Measured
(red vectors, with 1  confidence
ellipses) and modeled (blue vectors)
horizontal
displacements.
(b)
Distribution of slip on 5050 km
horizontal dislocations at 15 km
depth, with a minimum-moment
constraint. The moment release is
equivalent Mw 7.0.

The models of dislocations at 30
km depth (i.e., a detachment at the
Moho) are not shown, but they
have similar misfits, similar
directions, and similar spatial
distributions of slip (albeit with
magnitudes of the slip vectors that
differ by typically 10–50%).
Consequently, modeling of the
GPS data alone cannot distinguish
the likely depth of deformation
source for Basin and Range
transients.
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Inverted slip in Figures 8-9 is highly underdetermined by sparse sampling at the GPS sites, and
hence nonunique. A different set of inequality and regularization constraints would produce very
different models. The two robust (hence useful) conclusions to be drawn from these modeling
exercises are (1) the available data are equally well-fit by slip on shallow or deep detachment
faults, and (2) the strain moment released during these events has minimum equivalent
magnitudes Mw ~ 7.

6. Discussion
6.1 Implications for elastic load deformation
Transient tectonic deformation in the northern Basin and Range is small (of order half a cm at
most sites) and takes place over timescales of several years, so separating it from other signals
and noise fields is challenging at best. Estimation and removal of elastic loading effects is
critically important in this context. Davis et al. [2006] examined the elastic loading effects of
water-levels in the Great Salt Lake and atmospheric pressure variations, but did not explicitly
remove mass loading deformation from the time series. Wernicke et al. [2008] and Wernicke and
Davis [2010] used a Kalman-filtering approach that removes signals at annual and semiannual
periods, but with stochastically varying amplitudes [Bennett, 2008]. Our analysis instead used
independent climatological data to estimate and remove interannual displacements by hydrologic
loading, plus a seasonal correction with constant amplitude. This likely performs less well than
the Bennett [2008] approach at short periods, but will be more accurate on timescales of two to
five years that are most relevant to this analysis. The predicted interannual variations are small
relative to our estimates of transient displacements. They vary only slightly across the network at
any given time (Figure 3b), indicating that they are dominated by mass variations that are
spatially correlated at regional scales.
Visual comparison of the interannual components of the GLDAS-derived hydrologic loading
model to the timing and directions of estimated transients (Figure 3b) shows no obvious
relationship between the two. However, as noted previously, our analysis neglects loading by
rivers, lakes and reservoirs. By far the most significant of these mass loads is the Great Salt Lake
[Elósegui et al., 2003], which recorded more than 3 m of lake-level variation during the 1997–
2012 observation period over an area roughly equivalent to that of a 40-km radius disk, with
maximum in June of 1999 and minimum in October 2010. Horizontal motions associated with
the Great Salt Lake would be of order several mm at the nearest sites, in a direction radial from
the lake center, and decay with distance (e.g., Figure 4). The relative uniformity of direction of
estimated transient motions in the eastern Basin and Range (Figures 8a and 9a) suggests that lake
levels are not the dominant deformation source except perhaps at sites such as NAIU and COON
that are within a few tens of km of the lakeshore.
Despite neglecting surface water mass fields, the GLDAS data appear to characterize interannual
variations in hydrologic mass loading fairly well, as evidence by our model estimates of linear
scaling parameters a0 ~ 1 in the north and up components. Signals aliased by GLDAS 0.25°
spatial sampling likely are dominated by groundwater cycles in individual basins. Horizontal
displacement response should switch sign depending on where a GPS site is located with respect
to the nearest adjacent basin, and this variable sign of the local mass derivative is probably
responsible for the smaller mean of scaling coefficients, a0 ~ 0.2±1.2, estimated for the east
component of interannual motions.
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Amplitudes of the annual and semiannual sinusoids estimated from the GPS data are much less
consistent with those predicted by the GLDAS model. GPS-derived annual sinusoids have
amplitudes 0.6±0.3, 0.7±0.4 and 5.2±0.7 mm in the east, north and up directions respectively;
corresponding GLDAS-modeled semiannual amplitudes are 0.3±0.1, 0.1±0.1 and 1.2±0.4 mm.
The GLDAS predictions of annual and semiannual amplitudes are much less spatially variable
(Figure 3a) and a factor of two to five smaller, with combined peak-to-peak amplitudes <0.1,
<0.4 and <1.5 mm in the east, north and up respectively. The poorer performance of GLDAS
fields in predicting subannual relative to interannual GPS displacements may mean that nonhydrologic contributions from atmospheric and ocean loading, pole tide and other reference
frame effects, thermal contraction and atmospheric delay mismodeling effects [e.g., Dong et al.,
2002] contribute a very significant fraction of the total position power on these timescales.
Alternatively, errors in representation of localized spatial variance at short timescales in the
GLDAS model may be significantly reduced in longer timescale ensemble averages.
6.2 Implications for HTF analysis of tectonic transients
A full accounting of tectonic versus common-mode error contributions to site cross-correlation in
Figure 7 is beyond the scope of this analysis, but Figure 7b-d suggests tectonic transient
deformation is not the dominant contributor to high cross-correlation of GPS time series unless
there is significant transient tectonic deformation that remains unmodeled by the hyperbolic
tangent representation adopted here. Earlier analyses of these GPS time series that used
smoothing by Kalman filtering and/or velocity analyses [Davis et al., 2006; Wernicke and Davis,
2010] differ from our results in ways that suggest transient deformation on shorter (< two-year)
timescales may be poorly represented by the parametric approach adopted here. The primary
advantage of HTFA as described in this study is a small number of parameters, and hence a
relatively robust estimate of total displacement during an event that can be used for modeling
like that depicted in Figures 8-9. The disadvantage however is that the HTF poorly represents
some finer details of the transient behavior.
6.3 Summary of new observations regarding Basin and Range transient deformation
Our analysis of Basin and Range GPS displacements reveals two new observations that may help
to illuminate the deformation process. One observation is that motions accelerate uniformly
northward during both the ~2000.4 and ~2004.4 events, despite a switch in sign of the east
component of motion during these events (Figures 8-9). A second observation is that the events
appear to influence all of the Basin and Range, as opposed to just one side or the other. These
observations are reinforced by strong cross-correlation of the horizontal components in all of the
model time series (rE = 0.49±0.34; rN = 0.57±0.25; rU = 0.22±0.49 in Figure 7d). There is also
strong similarity of the block structure in the model time series as depicted in Figure 7d with that
of the load-corrected measurements in Figure 7a (e.g., rE = 0.63±0.23; rN = 0.68±0.19 for the
western block of model time series versus rE = 0.30±.40; rN = 0.48±0.25 for the western block),
reinforcing the interpretation that transient tectonic behavior (modeled and unmodeled) is at least
partly responsible for the overall correlation of GPS time series.
6.4 Implications for tectonic deformation mechanism
The observations described in §6.3 significantly constrain the mechanism for Basin and Range
transient deformation. The northward motions observed during both the (eastward) ~2000 and
(westward) ~2004.4 events argues against simple slowing or acceleration of tectonically-driven
extensional slip on a megadetachment surface (despite the fact that our slip modeling depicted in
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Figures 8-9 essentially assumes that is the case). Implied decoupling of the direction of
dislocation during transient events from the direction of long-term tectonic forcing suggests
either that the deformation mechanism is extremely sensitive to small perturbations in the stress
field, or that localized perturbations can propagate over very large distances. Lack of apparent
temporal correlation of transient events with stress forcing by the hydrologic cycle, which is by
far the largest known contributor to stress variations on relevant temporal and spatial scales,
further indicates that the deformation mechanism must have some sort of state-dependence: that
is, there must be some rheological mechanism to introduce strong temporal nonlinearity in the
relationship of stress to strain.
6.5 Rheological evaluation of proposed frictional detachment at Moho depth
Previous analyses interpreted the ~2000.4 event as an acceleration of west-domain detachment
slip, resulting in block-like eastward translation of the “hanging-wall” [Davis et al., 2006;
Wernicke et al., 2008] and (unsampled) focusing of extension within the Walker-Lane seismic
belt. The ~2004.4 event conversely was interpreted as a brief cessation of slip [Wernicke and
Davis, 2010]. Wernicke et al. [2008] discuss a mechanism for detachment slip at the Moho that
invokes low-temperature crystal plastic (or “semi-brittle”) deformation of olivine. They base this
hypothesis on well-reasoned arguments for decoupling of long-term deformation in the upper
crust and uppermost mantle, coupled with field observations of rheological behavior in exhumed
detachments and xenoliths, related inferences of crustal composition and mantle water content,
and lithospheric viscosity structure estimated by Pleistocene lake and postseismic rebound
studies.
The Moho detachment hypothesis of Wernicke et al. [2008] relies in part on inferences that the
crust does not deform significantly via ductile flow, and that the uppermost mantle is within a
low-temperature plasticity rheological regime (i.e., near-Moho rocks deform primarily by
localized shear dislocation within the transitional spectrum from velocity-strengthening friction
to flow). These inferences rely in turn upon two key assumptions regarding the physical state of
the lithosphere in the northern Basin and Range vicinity of the GPS network. The first is that low
mantle water content measured in xenoliths from a location ~100 km south of the network is
representative of the mantle beneath the network. Dixon et al. [2004] interpreted higher water
content in the Cordilleran mantle from xenoliths found elsewhere, including the Basin and
Range, but Wernicke et al. [2008] point out that water in the Basin and Range mantle may have
been extracted by voluminous mid-Tertiary melt production. A second key assumption holds that
the quartz content of the Basin and Range lower crust is negligible. Quartz is very fluid at likely
Moho temperatures, and any significant amount of lower crustal flow would serve to decouple
upper crustal from mantle deformation, circumventing formation of a detachment at the Moho.
The Moho megadetachment hypothesis pre-dates recent transformational analyses of geophysical
data sets collected by the Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO) and USArray components of the
EarthScope facility. Studies of USArray data, particularly the relatively high-density (~70 km
spaced) Transportable Array seismic data, have shed significant new light on questions regarding
composition, temperature and fluids in the western United States. For example, receiver function
analyses [Lowry and Pérez-Gussinyé, 2011] indicate that the thickness of the crust under GPS
sites within the Basin and Range averages 31±3 km. Also, tomography of the uppermost mantle
using the Moho refraction (Pn) phase [Buehler and Shearer, 2010] can be used in combination
with mineral physics to estimate Moho temperature [Schutt et al., 2013]. Final estimates of Pn
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velocity are somewhat sensitive to the assumed starting model, but if one conservatively adopts
models that yield the lowest temperature estimates, the Moho averages 775±40°C in the study
region.

Figure 10. End-member yield strength envelopes (solid black lines) for the Basin and Range near the
GPS sites, calculated using flow law parameters from measurements compiled in Bürgmann and Dresen
[2008]. We assumed 1 mm grain size, strain rate 10–14 s–1 and friction coefficient μ = 0.2. Fiber stress
(blue lines) and moment integration area (cyan) used for modeling of effective elastic thickness Te are
also shown. Insets show expected azimuthal variation given whole-lithospheric failure in an E-W
extension direction (red). (a) Dry anorthite over dry olivine; assuming no reference tectonic stress, model
Te = 35.1 km (directionally averaged Te = 18.4 km after accounting for anisotropy due to failure along the
extensional principal axis). (b) Saturated wet quartz crust over wet olivine mantle; model Te = 22.1 km
(directionally averaged Te = 11.5 km).

When crustal thickness and temperature are known, they can be combined with recent
measurements of rheological flow parameters to generate yield strength envelopes. Using
geotherm modeling after that of Lowry and Pérez-Gussinyé [2011], we show in Figure 10
examples that illustrate the significance of assumptions regarding crustal lithology and water
content. If the lithospheric column is wet and quartz is present in the lower crust (Figure 10b),
dislocation creep in the crust decouples mantle deformation from the surface, and uppermost
mantle deformation is also in the dislocation creep regime. If however feldspar dominates lowercrustal flow and the lithosphere is dry, lower crustal flow will be negligible and the Moho is at or
near the frictional regime.
There are additional recent observations, however, that illuminate questions of crustal lithology
and water. Figure 11a shows lateral variation in bulk-crustal seismic velocity ratios, VP/VS,
derived from receiver functions and gravity data [after Lowry and Pérez-Gussinyé, 2011]. VP/VS
is extremely sensitive to the presence of quartz (which has low VP/VS < 1.5), so low velocity
ratios indicate abundant quartz. Relatively undeformed lithospheric blocks in the U.S. Cordillera
(including Siletzia, the Sierra Nevada-Great Valley block, and the Colorado Plateau) are quartzpoor; the Snake River plain (where contemporary deformation is negligible [Payne et al., 2008])
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and the stable continental interior east of the Cordillera similarly have high VP/VS. Conversely,
deforming zones and locations of past orogens have low VP/VS indicating high concentrations of
crustal quartz. The Basin and Range study area has among the lowest VP/VS in the conterminous
United States, rivaled only by western U.S. granitic batholith provinces, the Rio Grande rift, and
the Ouachita, Penokean and Appalachian orogenic belts.

Figure 11. Measurements of (a) bulk-crustal VP/VS seismic velocity ratio and (b) effective elastic
thickness Te, after Lowry and Pérez-Gussinyé [2011]. VP/VS reveals the study area to be among the most
quartz-rich locations in the conterminous US; Te within the network region is 9.2±2.6 km.
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Another measurement that directly relates to rheology is the effective elastic thickness, Te, of the
lithosphere measured from relationships of gravity to topography (Figure 11b, after Lowry and
Pérez-Gussinyé [2011]). Te can be modeled to first order from yield strength envelopes like those
shown in Figure 10 using relations described in Lowry et al. [2000]. Such modeling is
complicated slightly in actively deforming zones because membrane (or “tectonic”) stress like
that responsible for Basin and Range extension shifts the reference state of deviatoric stress from
zero (where it is depicted with blue fiber stress in Figure 10) out into the limbs of the strength
envelope [Lowry and Smith, 1995], thus reducing the remainder strength available to
accommodate a perturbational stress fiber and hence support bending moment. The resulting
directional dependence, or anisotropy, of Te is commonly observed in spectral analyses [Simons
et al., 2000; Kirby and Swain, 2006; Audet and Bürgmann, 2011]. Here, we account for the
anisotropy expected in an active rift zone by averaging the directional variation in Te expected
given a membrane stress at whole-lithospheric failure in one direction (i.e., Te near zero) and
assuming no membrane stress in the orthogonal direction (i.e., the zero-reference state of stress
depicted with blue fiber stress in Figure 10).
The directionally-averaged models using the end-member yield strength envelopes in Figure 10
are Te = 18.4 km for dry feldspar over dry olivine (Figure 10a), and Te = 11.5 km for wet quartz
over wet olivine (Figure 10b). The average measured Te within the Basin and Range portion of
the GPS network is 9.2±2.6 km. The exceptionally low (near 1.7) crustal VP/VS coupled with low
(< 10 km) Te in the Basin and Range thus implies that a wet quartz over wet olivine rheology is
more likely than dry feldspar over dry olivine. Wernicke et al. [2008] based their inference of the
latter in part on modeling studies of Pleistocene lake and postseismic rebound [Bills et al., 2007;
Freed et al., 2007], but surface deformation on short timescales is notoriously insensitive to the
presence or absence of lower crustal stress relaxation [Nakiboglu and Lambeck, 1983; Willett et
al., 1985; A. Freed, pers. comm. 2011]. Thus, the hypothesis of a Moho detachment surface is
rendered unlikely by the combination of observations and models presented here.
6.6. Possible depth of frictional slip
Slow slip events and associated tectonic tremor in subduction zones often locates very near the
frictional transition from velocity-weakening (“stick-slip”) to velocity-strengthening (“stable
sliding”) as evidenced by their association with the base of interseismic frictional coupling and
the bottom of seismic rupture in large earthquake events [Lowry, 2006; Ide et al., 2007;
McCaffrey et al., 2008; Chapman and Melbourne, 2010]. The maximum rupture depth of Basin
and Range earthquakes is ~15 km [Doser and Smith, 1989], bolstering the interpretation of slip
on a detachment surface at mid-crustal depths, as modeled and depicted in Figures 8-9. Rate- and
state-dependent frictional slip models suggest frictional slip is exceptionally sensitive to small
changes in ambient stress near the stability transition where frictional parameters (a – b) ~ 0
[Lowry, 2006; Liu and Rice, 2007; Perfettini and Ampuero, 2008]. The inference of a strong
frictional slip sensitivity is further supported by observations that deformation during subduction
zone transients is perturbed by very small stresses associated with tidal and other loading
phenomena [Hawthorne and Rubin, 2010; Pollitz et al., 2013].
The base of the seismogenic layer is not the only possibility however. Slow slip events are also
observed at shallow depths in subduction zones, including offshore of Nicoya Peninsula, Costa
Rica [Protti et al., 2003; Outerbridge et al., 2010] and the Gisborne events in New Zealand
[McCaffrey et al., 2008; Wallace and Eberhart-Phillips, 2013]. These occur at depths more
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consistent with the shallow frictional transition from (near-surface) stable to (deeper) stick-slip at
about 150°C [e.g., Moore and Saffer, 2001]. Shallow low-angle normal faults have been
identified in seismic data at many locations [e.g., Smith and Bruhn, 1984; Gans et al., 1985;
Wernicke, 1995], and in some instances surficial range-bounding fault scarps sole into these
[e.g., Axen et al., 1999]. Hreinsdóttir and Bennett [2009] found that a shallow low-angle normal
fault in Italy is actively slipping at depths below 4 km, opening up the possibility that the source
of Basin and Range transient deformation could be slip events near the top of the seismogenic
zone rather than at the base.
6.7. Implied stress interaction and stress sensitivity
Slip on detachment surfaces at mid-crustal or shallower depths resolves some inconsistencies
between Basin and Range transient deformation versus the phenomenon observed in subduction
zones and elsewhere. However a shallower source creates other problems. GPS site crosscorrelations in Figure 7d suggest the transient deformation spans a more-than 500 km distance
from UPSA on the west side of the Basin and Range to at least CEDA and SMEL. Neither
seismic imaging nor structural evidence would support a mid-crustal detachment spanning that
distance. There is ample evidence to suggest the presence of several smaller (50+ km wide)
discontiguous detachments in the Basin and Range, however, including field observations of
low-angle normal faults exhumed from mid-crustal depths [e.g., Wernicke, 1981; 1992; Miller et
al., 1983] and reflection seismic profiles of similar structures at depths of a few km [e.g., Smith
and Bruhn, 1984; Allmendinger et al., 1987]. Simultaneous activation of these faults would
require some sort of stress interaction, in which strain induced by slip on one detachment fault
would excite slip on neighboring low-angle normal faults.
The somewhat patchy distribution of slip in Figures 8-9 would be consistent with slip on
multiple separate fault surfaces, but the slip inversion is highly underdetermined, so those
models would change significantly with a different choice of regularization and constraints. Still,
the raw GPS data also exhibit variations consistent with slip on multiple discontiguous surfaces.
For example, in Figure 8a, sites GOSH, FOOT & CEDA in the central part of the network have
very small transient displacements, whereas sites to both east and west exhibit significant ENE
motion.
Changes in slip rate in response to small changes in stress would imply exceedingly high
sensitivity to small stress perturbations (of order hundreds of Pa), which has also been inferred
on subduction megathrusts [Shen et al., 2004; Lowry, 2006; Hawthorne and Rubin, 2010; Pollitz
et al., 2013]. A robust slip/stress transfer function is also suggested by the fact that both the
2000.4 and 2004.4 events exhibited northward displacements while their eastward displacements
were in opposite directions.
Rate- and state-dependent friction is not the only possible means by which to introduce
nonlinearity in the relationship of stress forcing to strain, however. Lavier et al. [2013] propose
that low-viscosity material in fracture networks within a higher-viscosity shear zone near the
brittle-ductile transition could behave as a damped harmonic oscillator, which given optimal
conditions of relative viscosities and thicknesses could generate creep events with durations and
recurrence intervals spanning a broad range of timescales. This mechanism would generate
events at mid-crustal depths just a few km deeper than those we infer, but it suffers some of the
same limitations as rate-state frictional models in explaining Basin and Range transient
deformation: Namely, it is difficult to imagine a process by which fracture networks might link
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up over scales of ~500 km to facilitate event propagation on those scales. Hence, stress
interaction would be required to explain the displacement behavior, implying high sensitivity of
creep events to ambient stress perturbations.

7. Conclusions
Time-dependent displacements in the ~fifteen-year time series of GPS positions at twenty-two
sites in the Basin and Range are dominated by a combination of elastic Earth response to
hydrologic loading and several long-timescale (2–4 years) transient events. Subtracting estimates
of hydrologic loading from climatological land-surface models plus one-year and half-year
sinusoidal terms significantly reduces RMS residuals of the time series. Inspection of the climate
model estimates at interannual timescales suggests no strong relationship to the transients, which
have displacement directions and temporal dependence consistent with large-scale slow slip
events on megadetachments.
Transient tectonic displacements in ~2000.4 and ~2004.4 are widespread, with movements in
similar directions occurring in both eastern and western parts of the northern Basin and Range
province. Cross-correlation analyses suggest that motions are most coherent in the west, between
UPSA in the Walker Lane belt and SMEL ~100 km from the Wasatch fault, but sites throughout
the region behave similarly. Most sites displaced eastward in the ~2000.4 event and westward in
the ~2004.4 event, but displacements were northward during both events. The latter observation
suggests strong sensitivity of slip to stress similar to that observed in slow slip events in other
tectonic environments.
Previous studies interpreted Basin and Range transients as evidence of slow slip on a Moho
detachment fault. Sparse GPS sampling in the Basin and Range coupled with low signal-to-noise
ratio of the vertical displacements preclude estimation of the depth of the deformation source
from GPS data alone, but frictional slip at the Moho would require a quartz-poor lower crust and
anhydrous upper mantle. Extremely low (~1.7) crustal VP/VS and rheological modeling of low
(9.2±2.6 km) effective elastic thickness indicate that neither of these preconditions is likely in the
northern Basin and Range. Instead, we propose slip on low-angle normal faults in the midcrust,
near the ~15 km maximum focal depth of Basin and Range earthquakes, consistent with
localization of slow slip events near the bottom of the seismogenic zone observed in other
tectonic environments. Evidence for a single contiguous midcrustal detachment is lacking
however, implicating a role for large-scale stress transfer across discontiguous faults.
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